Seven edge-on galaxies were imaged in HCY in order to determine if extraplanar emission-line gas (as seen in NGC 891) is a common feature of spiral galaxies. Four of the seven were found to have prominent filamentary extraplanar structures with typical IIa luminosities of 1037-1038 erg S-l and scales of 1-2 kpc. Unlike NGC 891, none of the galaxies had an extensive emission-line halo, to within the sensitivity of the observations, approximately 24 mag/square arcsec in I{a--morc than five times fainter than the diffuse emission of NGC 891.
Introduction
Recent observations of the nearby edge-on medium full of filaments and bubbles of ionized (Pi]dis et al. 1993 , Keppel ct al. 1991 )ettmar galaxy NGC 891 reveal an extraplanar gas as well as an extensive diffuse medium ] 990, ltand ct al. ]990). The similarity of NGC 891 with the hflilky Way (van dcr Kruit 1984) implim that our Galaxy might have similar amounts of emission-line gas outside its plane and that both diffuse and filamentary ionized gas might bc a common feature of spiral galaxies, '1'hc search for extraplanar ionized gas in other nearby edge-on spirals has given ambiguous results. Rand et al. (1992) found faint filaments in NGC 4631, and no extraplanar emission in NGC 4565. Dcttmar (1993) also studied those two galaxies--confirming the lack of activity in NGC 4565 and the cxtraplanar emission near the nucleus of NGC 4631---plus two others. IIc found that NGC 5775 has filamentary structures emerging from its disk, while NGC 4244 had no cxtrap]anar emission. None of the galaxies in either study were found to have the cxtcnsivc difiuse emission seen outside the p]anc of NGC 891. in this study, wc observed seven edge-on galaxies likely to have active star formation, and thus good candidates for having ionized gas outside their disks. We used IR.AS detections as a selection criterion (furtl]cr clctails of the selection criteria arc in Section 2.1).
IInaging in IICY revealed tl)at over half of the seven galaxies we observed had filaments or ot])cr prominent emission-]ine structures emerging from their disks, but none had extensive diffuse gas to the limits of our observations. l)ctails of the imaging and initial reduction are in Section 2.2, rcsu]ts of the imaging arc clcscribcd in Section 3. Spectroscopy proved not to IN very en]ightcning; see Sections 2.3 and 4. Section 5 contains discussion of the results and conclusions.
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Observations
All observations were made at the hlichigan-Dartmouth-MIrF (hfDhl) Observatory on Kitt Peak, Arizona.
Selection Criteria
The galaxies in this study were selected from a catalog generously provided by M. Roberts. The catalog contains all UGC galaxies with major axis >3' and axial ratio (major axis/minor axis) >5. From this catalog we chose galaxies accessible at MI)M Observatory during our scheduled observing runs that appeared edge-on in the Palomar Sky Survey prints, A further selection criterion is that the galaxies had been detected in the far infrared (FIR) by IRAS and have a relatively high value of the FIR surface brightness, log(FIlt/a2), where a is the major axis of the galaxy in arcminutes and log(FIR) is from the "IRAS llxtragalactic Catalog" (Fullmer & I,onsdalc 1989) . '1'o obscnwc the ]naximum number of galaxies possible during our observing runs required us to 100SCH] the constraints on observing galaxies with the IIighest values of log(l~lll./a2); the galaxies span an order of magnitude in that quantity. '1'hc basic properties of the galaxies wc obscn-vcd arc listccl in Tab]c 1. l'he galaxies' velocities and dimcn~siolls as listed in that table were obtaincc] from N12D, ] and are slightly different than the values listed in tllc lJGC that were used to select these systems. '1'wo galaxies (NGC 4157 and N(; C 5301) were found after imaging to bc not suficient]y 'The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic l)atabasc (NED) is operated by the Jet l'repulsion I,aboratory, California institute of '1'ccl~llology, ulldcr contract with tile National Amonautic.s and Space Administration.
-5-edge-on to be ana]yzed for extraplanar structures and thus arc not included in Table 1. One galaxy (UGC 12506) had an incorrect velocity in its NED listing (now corrected), so the IICY filter used to image it did not encompass HO~~I~,Y. It, too, is excluded from Table 1 .
2,2. Imaging
The edge-on galaxies were imaged using the KPNO narrow-band IIcr filter set and a Cousins broadband R filter. There were two separate observing runs: one in May 1991 using was aligned with the plane of the galaxy being imagecl. l)cspitc this, the small field of view with this tclcscopc and CCD---1.7' x 2.5', versus 3.1' x 4,4' obtainccl with the 1.3 m and '1'homson CCI)-reqLlircd us to image t]]c galaxies in two parts. '1'his is noted in Table 2. '1'hc images were reduced using standard lltAl~' packages and calibrated using standard stars observed by Massey ct al. (1 988) . "1'hc IIQ ima,gcs were coaddcd to produce a rnastcr frame for cac}l galaxy position, t]lcn the 1/ band frame for that position, scaled so that the stars in it were the same magnitude as those in the coaddcd 1 la frame, was subtracted from that master IICY frame.
2.3, Spectroscopy
--6-Spcctroscopy of some of the imaged galaxies was obtained under nonphotornetric conditions in October 1991 using the IIiltner Telescope and the 13 R. ICC camera as described above, The projected slit width was 1.68", giving a spatial scale of 0.728" pixel-l and a dispersion scale of 2.27A pixel-1. With the slit positioned along the long axis of the chip, the wavclengt}l range covered was 5700 -6900~. Table 3 lists the galaxy and a description of the slit position used, along with the number and length of exposures. When angular distances from the nucleus are used in ~'able 3, they am distances as measured along the p]anc of the galaxy, with a direction such as "N" used only as an indication of the side of the galaxy that was observed.
Only one of the galaxies (NGC 5777) had been imaged prcvious]y and found to have emission-line gas outside of its plane. The other galaxies were imaged in the same October 1991 run, after the spectroscopy, so spectra were taken near the nucleus perpendicular to the planes of the galaxies, rather than along any features, as was clone wit}] NGC 5777.
'l'hesc galaxies were selcclccl on the basis of tllcir appearance in the Palomar Sky Survey prints rather than on their IIa properties, thus some spectra were taken of galaxies that proved to have no extrapla.nar features (NGC 973, for example), '1'llc spectra were recluccd using standard IIIA F packages.
Results-Imaging
Two of the seven galaxies we imaged (NCC 973 and NGC 5403) have no visible cxtrap]anar emission-line structures to the lilnits discussed below ill Section 3.6. The five rc]naining galaxies exhibit cxtraplanar gas and arc discussed below. spectroscopy of the emission-line fcat,ures of any of the galaxies in our sample, we cannot make a rcasonahle conversion from filter magnitudes to Iia magnitudes; thus, all rnagnitudcs and luminosities in this paper will be the total for the filter, unless stated otherwise. In addition, no corrections arc made for dust extinction in the host galaxies since the dust content of the emission-line features of these ga]axics is not WCII known. The magnitudes arc corrected for Galactic extinction.
UGC 12281
UGC 1228] has two cxtraplanar emission-line features: two discrete clouds emerging on the north side of the galaxy (Fig. 1 ) ant] a clumpy plume emerging from the south side (Fig. 2) . Note that these features are on opposite sides of the galaxy's plane.
'J'hc northern feature forms an angle of 43° with respect to the plane, and points towards the center of the galaxy. ']'hc centers of the two clouds are 9.9" apart, or 1.4 kpc at the a,ssumcd dista.ncc to UGC 12281 of 30 hlpc (v = 2559 km/s; ll. = 85 km/s Mpc-l is used throughout this paper 
NGC 5777
NGC 5777 is the first galaxy we found with a prominent cxtraplanar plume, yet no sign of diffuse extraplanar gas ( Figure 3 ). The plume extending out of NGC 5777 is on the SE side of the galaxy. It appears to emerge from a bright 1111 region above the plane, and it curves away from the center of the galaxy, It is 9.)" x 3.1" , w}lic. h is equivalent to Since the p]umc is so faint, its filter magnitude and luminosity are rc]ativcly uncertain; the magnitude is 21.09-21.44 and the luminosity is 1,74-2.40 X1038 crg s-l.
NGC 4302
-9-NGC 4302 has an extremely faint emission-line structure emerging from the plane close to the nucleus of the galaxy. Figure 5 is an image of the galaxy smoothccl with a gaussian of a = 2.5 pixels = 1.15", which makes the plume easier to find. The plume extends 11.5" out of the plane, which is equivalent to 0,73 kpc at the assumed distance to NGC 4302 of 13 Mpc (v = 1108 km/s). It is 2,8" (0,18 kpc) wide and appears to be straigl~t and perpendicular to the plane of t}le galaxy. As with the plume in UGC 3326, the plume in NGC 4302 has a fairly uncertain magnitude clue to its faintness; its magnitude is 20.65-21.78, which corresponds to a, filter luminosity of 0.96--2.74 x 10 37 erg s-l.
UGC 2092
UGC 2092 has a bubble-like structure in the plane on the NE side of the galaxy (Fig. 6 ). This structure may indeed be a supcrbubblc, but is equally likely to be an 1111 region partially blocked by foreground clust in tile plane of the galaxy. The diameter of the structure is 7.0", 2.4 kpc at an assumed distance to LJGC 2092 of 72 Mpc (v = 6120 km/s).
It has a filter magnitude of 19,463:0.05, which corresponds to a luminosity of 2.31--2.52 x103g crg s-l. -1o-whcthcr any other edge-on galaxies besides NGC 891 have either or both of these features.
Diffuse Extrap]anar Light
. .
As stated above, wc detcctcd Ho plumes in over half of the edge-on galaxies wc imaged.
IIowcvcr, none of the galaxies had any diffuse extra.planar emission to within 30.Lr~. Table 4 lists the upper limits on the surface brightness of any diffuse light in magnitudes pcr square arcsecond. For comparison, t}~c brightness of a typical region of the diflusc extraplanar gas in NGC 891 is 22.1 rnagnitudcs per square arcsecond. Note that the abcrrant]y high value for NGC 4302 is duc to the short exposure time for that galaxy (see Table 2 ). '1'hc 3u~kU
upper limits arc quite conservative; the avcra.gc surface brightness immediately above and below the galaxies (where one would expect any diffuse emission-line gas to be) is within 1 a of the average surface brightness of the sky far from the galaxies.
0 Results-Spectroscopy
The spectroscopy of the edge-on galaxies suspected of having cxtrap]anar emission-line gas procluced a null result; the more sensitive imaging SI1OWCCI that none of the galaxies had diffuse cxtraplanar gas. IIowever, even the spectrum of NGC 5777--the one galaxy that was known to have an crnission-line plume emerging from its clisk---did not have sufficient signal to obtain any velocity information about its p]ulnc. l"uture investigations of the vc]ocity structure of the p]umcs a,nc] filaments dcxcribcd in section 3 wi]] require more sensitive observations.
Discussion and Conclusions
Four of the seven edge-on galaxies wc investigated Ilad kiloparscc-scale emission-line structures emerging from their disks, whi]c none of the seven had c]iffuse gas even onc-fift]]
as bright as that seen in NGC 891. If this latter rcsu}t is combined with those of l)cttmar -11-(1993) and Rand et al. (1992) , none of the C!k!"en edge-cm galaxies surveywd have the same sort of extensive diffuse extraplanar emission as NGC 891, which is usually portrayed as a typical spiral galaxy, while six of the galaxies had filamentary or patchy structures outside their disks. More typical, perhaps, than NGC 891 with its bright diffuse extraplanar emission with embedded filaments is a galaxy with no diffuse 1041< gas outside its disk, and zero or one emission-line plume reaching a kiloparsec out of its plane. and have similar axial ratios, but NGC 891 has both diffuse emission a]ld many filaments while NGC 973 has no apparent extra.planar emission. l'urthcrmorc, UGC 12281 is onc of the dimmest galaxies in the sample by all tllc quantities mcntioncxl above, yet it is one of the most active galaxies in our sample in terms of cxtraplanar structure. It may bc true --12-that cxtraplanar structures are easier to clctect in galaxies with very high axial ratios such as UGC 12281 (r = 11 .7) because these "supcrthin)' galaxies (Goad & Roberts 1981 ) are closest to being perfectly edge-on, but structures are also seen in galaxies with low axial ratios such as NGC 891 (r = 4.7) and NGC 4302 (r = 5.5).
NGC 891 has both an extensive radio continuum halo (Allen ct al. 1978 ) and the first X-ray halo to be detected in a normal spiral galaxy (Ilrcgman & Pildis 1993) . 'J'hese may both be correlated to the presence of extensive 104 K gas in the low halo. Of the seven galaxies we observed, all but UGC 12281 were surveyed by IIumrncl et al. (1991) and only NGC 4302 and NGC 5403 were found to have extended emission at 4.8 GIIz.
Since t]lcsc two galaxies have faint to no extra.planar structures, as WCII as no detectable diffuse Cmission, the existence of a, radio continuum ha]o seems not to bc a universal indication of extraplanar emission-line activity. ItOSAT observations of cclgc-on spirals have just begun, but preliminary results seem to indicate that fcw spiral galaxies have an extensive X-ray halo like NGC 891. 'J'his is similar to the finclings of IIummcl ct al. (1991) on radio continuum halos of edge-on spirals: oI]ly 5.5(% of the 181 galaxies they surveyed had significant radio halos. The existence of these three types of emission halos--X-ray, I lo, and radio colltill~l~lI1l---i1l NGC 891 may not bc c.oincidcncc. OI)C explanation of why NGC 891 has an cxtcnsivc diffuse Ila halo is that the lligll pressure of its X-ray halo compresses tile emission-line gas and thus incrcascs its emission measure (which is proportional to ?2~2, where 7tC is the electron density). Gala,xics without an X-ray l~alo may have roughly the same mass of ] 04 K gas as does NTGC 89] , but the gas Inay bc at too low a density to llavc been clctcctcd in our survey.
Our observations inc]icatc that NGC 891 is not a typical cdgc-on galaxy in that it has an extensive emission-line halo (as WC1l as X-ray and radio contilluuln halos) and none of the otl)cr galaxies wc observed had one. Approxilnatc]y half of a]l t]lc galaxies examined in IIu
IIave kiloparscc-scale filaments mnerging from their disks. Spectroscopy of these filaments 
